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Researcher in    
typical language 
development: 
precursors to 

language, early 
vocabulary learning, 

early syntax

A bit about 
me…

BUT: lecturer 
on BSc SLT 

programme at 
Manchester…

Feedback 
welcome: 

what do you 
want to know?



Measuring 
word learning

Aims, 
overview

What affects 
word 

learning? 
Overview

Signpost  
non-clinical 
resources

Word learning 
behaviours, 

theories



Learning 
words is 
difficult…

Where’s your 
truck?

…referents 
are 

theoretically 
infinite!



but by 6-9 months 
(!) babies already 
understand words

Bergelson & 
Swingley

(2012, 2014)

mouth

eye

bottle



Rapid 
increase at 
group level

But wide 
individual 

differences!



Resource: 
Wordbank

http://wordbank
.stanford.edu/



Range of 
one-click 
metrics…

http://wordbank.stanford.edu/



http://wordbank.stanford.edu/

Range of 
one-click 
metrics…



http://wordbank.stanford.edu/

Range of 
one-click 
metrics…



balloon

catshoes

apple

banana

grapes 
fish

flower

dog

horse

sockschair

bike

cup

spoon

elephant

ball

orange blocks 

frog

chicken

book

bus

cow
lollipop

How do 
they do 

it?

By 36mo, they know about 600 words! 
(Fenson et al. 1994)



What do 
children do 

when they learn 
words?



blicket!
Children 

show predictable 
word learning 
behaviours

(Carey & Bartlett, 1978)



How might they 
be doing it?



that’s 
“cow”…

…and that’s 
“car”…

…so that must be 
“blicket”

Innate 
constraints?   
e.g. mutual 
exclusivity

Markman, 1994

`
Requires 
innate 
rules

blicket!



I’ve never heard 
that word 
before

So they must go 
together

And I’ve never 
seen the pink 
thing before

`

Novel-name-
nameless-
category 

strategy; e.g., 
Golinkoff

et al., 1996)

`

Requires 
high-level 
reasoning

blicket!



Sociopragmatic
e.g., Baldwin, 1993, 

Tomasello & Farrar, 1986

`

Requires     
gaze following, 

intention 
reading

blicket!



`

Associative 
learning 

(e.g., Smith & Yu,        
2008)

blicket!

`

Requires 
ability to 
track co-

occurrence 
statistics



`

Associative 
learning 

(e.g., Smith & Yu,        
2008)

blicket!

`

Requires 
ability to 
track co-

occurrence 
statistics



`

Associative 
learning 

(e.g., Smith & Yu,        
2008)

blicket!

`

Requires 
ability to 
track co-

occurrence 
statistics



`

Associative 
learning 

(e.g., Smith & Yu,        
2008)

`

Requires 
ability to 
track co-

occurrence 
statistics

blicket!



How do we test 
what affects 

word learning?



3D object studies



Eyetracking studies



Eyetracking studies



Head-mounted eyetracking studies



Head-mounted eyetracking studies



Communicative Development Inventories

Resource:      
UK-CDI 

www.lucid.ac.uk
/resources/uk-

cdi

First UK-wide 
norms for 0 –

18mos

Available 
Autumn    
2019

Norms for   
18-36mo in 

progress



These studies allow us to vary aspects of the task to 
explore the factors which affect word learning

Repetition
(e.g., Mather & 
Plunkett, 2009)

Ostensive 
naming

(e.g., Axelsson, 
Churchely & Horst, 

2016)

Individual 
differences

(e.g., Hilton, Twomey 
& Westermann, 

2019)

Social cues
(e.g., Liebel, Behne, 

Carpenter & 
Tomasello, 2009)

Word for Word 
(Nursery World) 
http://www.lucid.ac.

uk/resources/for-
practitioners/nurser
y-world-magazine/



Variability



`

Substantial work 
shows that 
variability is 
important in 

early language 
learning

Variability: a 
rich variety of 
examples…

…in what 
children     
hear…



`

Speaker variability:
~1yos learned new 
words only when 

words were spoken by 
multiple speakers
(Rost & McMurray 2005)

`

Phonological 
variability:

Sing-song intonation 
in child-directed 

speech helps babies 
and toddlers segment 
words (Thiessen, Hill & 

Saffran, 2005)



`

Syntactic variability:
Toddlers can use 
variable sentence 

frames to work out 
verb meaning
(e.g., Naigles 1990)

“Look! Mummy’s running”
“Is the doggie running?”
“Who’s running, you or 

Daddy?”

`

Linguistic variability:
Rich, varied child-
directed speech 

supports language 
development (quality 
AND quantity; Hirsh-

Pasek et al., 2015)



…but also…

…in what 
children       

see…



A dax!

`

Visual target  
variability in the short 

term: 30mos learn 
words when only 

when target object is 
variable (Twomey, Ranson
& Horst, 2014; but not 10mos: 
Taxitari, Twomey, Westermann 

& Mani, 2019)

`

Background variability: 
28mos learn words 

when only when object 
background is variable 

(Twomey, Ma & Westermann, 
2018)

A blicket!

…but also…



`

Perry, 
Samuelson, 

Molloy & Schiffer, 
2011

bucket!

Teach 18-month-old infants 12 new 
words for 3D objects via play sessions

9 weekly visits to lab, 1 month follow up

Children saw 3 examples of each object

Either similar…

….or variable (rated by adults)

bucket!

Measure vocabulary at each visit



`

Perry, 
Samuelson, 

Molloy & Schiffer, 
2011

Similar Variable

Children who were trained with variable 
categories showed accelerated 
vocabulary growth



Cat!

Cat!
Cat!

Cat!

“Cat”

e.g., Smith, 2000

How does 
nonlinguistic
variabiliry

help language 
learning?



Cat!

Cat!
Cat!

Cat!

“Cat”

e.g., Smith, 2000

How does 
what children 

see help 
them learn 
language?

Generalisation



What does this 
mean for  

theories of word 
learning?

If children 
learned words 

based on innate 
rules/knowledge

what they see 
should have no 
impact in early 

language learning

but increasing 
evidence it does



`

Most recent 
evidence suggests 
that rather than 
coming equipped 

with innate 
knowledge 
structures

`

Babies and 
toddlers are 

powerful 
learners

`
Which is good 
news for SLTs!



`

How can we 
help support 
vocabulary 

development?

Rich 
language 

input

Rich 
environmental 

input



Current 
questions

Does the visual 
input to 
language 

learning differ in 
DLD, ASD…?

Does 
nonlinguistic

variabity have 
similar effects in 
developmental 

disorders? How can we 
capitalise on 

these findings to 
develop feasible 
interventions?



Language (acquisition) isn’t about words in isolation, 
or language-specific cognitive structure….

Language is fundamentally part of a system

I said a hip hop 
hippy to the hippy 
to the hip hip hop

Language is fundamentally part of a system

To understand language (acquisition), we must 
consider all components of that system

colourless green 
ideas sleep 
furiously



Questions?
Suggestions?

Free, evidence-
based

practitioner-
focused 

resources: 
www.lucid.ac.uk/

resources


